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The Carpet Fiber of the Future?
Imagine a carpet that resists staining,
fading and wear better than any other
you’ve ever experienced. Now picture
that carpet being soft and luxurious
underfoot. If that wasn’t enough, this
synthetic carpet fiber is made from
a renewable, natural source. Almost
sounds too good to be true, doesn’t it?

In the world of carpet, things change
all the time. New combinations of
styles, colors, textures and patterns are
introduced every year. As tastes change,
so do carpets. One thing that rarely
changes is the selection of fibers used
to make carpet yarns. In fact, since the
1960’s, there have basically been only 3
synthetic carpet fibers available; nylon,
polyester and olefin (polypropylene).
Things changed in 2009 when a new kind
of fiber became available to consumers.
Polytrimethylene terephthalate or PTT is
generically known as triexta. The fiber is
marketed under the trade name Sorona
by DuPont and SmartStrand Carpet by
Mohawk Industries. Triexta promised
a superior combination of cleanability,
colorfastness and durability than any one
of the other synthetic carpet fibers could.

Interestingly, the process of making the
fiber now known as triexta was invented
in 1941 and was considered to be
another form of polyester (polyethylene
terephthalate or PET). Polyester carpets
have been around since the 1960’s.
Remember shag?
The problem with polyester PET is its
lack of resilience, allowing it to crush
down and distort in traffic areas. The
fiber producer and carpet manufacturers
realized the difficulty of convincing the
public that PTT overcame the limitations
of polyester and made a petition to the
Federal Trade Commission to create
a new designation for PTT polyester.
After 3 years of careful review and
due process, the FTC agreed that the
characteristics of triexta were unique
enough to grant PTT a new designation
as a subclass of polyester. The generic
name triexta was applied to this
previously underappreciated polymer.
So what is so great about triexta?
According to carpet manufacturers and
the fiber producer, triexta is virtually
stain proof. It is also extremely colorfast,
resisting color loss from sunlight,
UV light and even chlorine bleach.
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But the same things can be said
of polyester. It is the improved
resilience of triexta that makes it
superior to polyester.

Pulled Pork Ya’ll
Ingredients:

• 1 1/2 cups water
• 1/2 cup cider vinegar
• 2 tablespoons oil
• 1
 (5 pound) boneless pork
shoulder, trimmed
• 1/4 cup packed brown sugar
• 1 teaspoon seasoned salt
• 1 teaspoon ground black pepper
• 1 teaspoon ground cumin
• 1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
• 1 teaspoon garlic powder
• 1 teaspoon onion powder
• 1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon

Directions:
1. Set a slow cooker to Low. Combine
water and vinegar together in the
slow cooker.
2. Rub oil over entire pork shoulder
and let rest for 5 minutes.
3. Mix brown sugar, seasoned salt,
black pepper, cumin, cayenne
pepper, garlic powder, onion
powder, and cinnamon together
in a bowl; rub over entire pork
shoulder. Place pork shoulder into
the slow cooker.
4. Cook on Low, 6 to 8 hours.
5. Transfer pork shoulder to a
work surface and let rest for 10
minutes. Discard cooking liquid
from slow cooker. Place pork back
into the slow cooker and shred;
add barbeque sauce and stir.
recipe courtesy allrecipes.com

How does triexta compare to
nylon? In the category of resilience,
nylon is the still the winner. But in
the category of colorfastness and
stain-resistance, triexta is the clear
champion. Olefin is also colorfast
and stain resistant, but it lacks
resilience, tending to crush in high
traffic areas.
One additional feature of triexta is
the softness of the fiber. Carpets
made with triexta feel softer and
more luxurious than any other
synthetic fiber. This is surprising
in a carpet that is expected to last
20 or more years in normal use.
Softness and durability rarely go
hand-in-hand.

What about cleanability? We have
observed that carpets made with
triexta clean as well as polyester
and generally easier than nylon.
However, some oily soils form
a bond with the fiber and can
be more challenging to remove.
Typical soiling and food and
beverage spills are removed fairly
easily. Products that would stain
nylon are no problem for triexta;
they clean out readily.
So is triexta a miracle fiber? Only
time will tell. The jury is still out
since these carpets have only been
widely available for about 6 years
now. It definitely shows promise.
No matter what kind of carpet you
have, The Clean Force Company
has the training, equipment and
expertise to keep it beautiful for a
long time.

Eat That Chocolate

Good news for chocolate lovers!
Recent studies have shown
that there are more benefits to
eating chocolate than we knew.
A recent small trial found that
eating chocolate helped those with
peripheral artery disease, which
impairs blood circulation, walk
longer on a treadmill. People who
eat chocolate cut their risk for heart
failure by as much as a third. It
can also lower blood pressure and
reduce your risk of heart attack and
stroke by 39 percent.
But not so fast! Before you grab
a chocolate bar, you should know
that these results come largely
from studies involving dark
chocolate, not milk chocolate.
There are components in dark
chocolate that come from
cacao, which is packed with
healthy chemicals like flavonoid,
polyphenols, and theobromine.
The more cacao content, the
healthier the chocolate. So stick
with chocolate that is at least 70
percent cacao for the best benefit.
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Eating dark chocolate consistently
is the best strategy. You should
try to include about seven to eight
ounces of dark chocolate in your
diet each week for the maximum
benefit. Any more than that and
you will be adding more calories
without much increase in health
benefits.

cleanforcecompany@gmail.com

Sleeping as You Get Older
As we get older, our sleep needs
can change. It is understood that
children and adolescents need more
sleep than adults, but surprisingly,
older adults may also need to get
more sleep. It is recommended that
seniors get at least seven hours of
sleep, but some need up to nine
hours per night.
Unfortunately, many seniors
struggle to get the sleep they need.
Sleep disturbances can increase
with age. Older adults often find
it difficult to fall asleep, and they
sleep less deeply. They also tend
to wake up more during the night.
Older adults also often find that
they get sleepier earlier in the
evening and if they do not shift
their bedtime earlier, they can lose
needed sleep time.
Why do seniors have these
common sleep problems? As you
age, your body produces less
melatonin, the sleep hormone. You
can also become more sensitive
to environmental disturbances—
temperature, sounds, and light.
Finally, seniors have more medical
problems, which can lead to
unsettled sleep patterns. Poor
sleep can lead to depression,

“The Clean Force is the most
dependable, reliable contractor
that we have ever used! Their
work is always the highest
quality, and they are all a
pleasure to work with.”
– Ralph S. Greenville, SC
The Good Life

decreased attention spans,
memory problems, increased risk
of falls, and greater use of overthe-counter sleep aids. This can all
lead to a lower quality of life.
Many seniors depend on daytime
naps to counteract the problems
associated with diminished
night sleeping. There are some
treatments that can help. Your
doctor can recommend ways to
safely get the sleep you need. You
should also make good nutrition
and daily exercise a part of your life.
These contribute to your general
well-being, which promotes good
sleep habits as well.

Kids, Read This!

It’s back to school time again. To
help you stay safe and healthy,
don’t forget these important tips.
•W
 ork with your parents to plan
the safest route to school. Stay
away from parks, vacant lots, and
other places where there aren’t
many people around.
•C
 hoose a buddy to walk or bike
with—a brother or sister, a
friend, or a neighbor.
•K
 now your phone number,
address, and emergency
numbers.
•D
 on’t talk to strangers. A
stranger is simply anyone who

Clean Force Client
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Quick Tips
Organizing Tip

Entertaining outdoors during the
summer can be a pleasure, but it
does often involve more work. To
make things easier, organize your
outdoor living space. Clean your grill
and stock a cabinet nearby with all
your barbecuing tools. Have an ice
chest handy to minimize trips into
the house for beverages. Place all
of your gardening tools, equipment,
and chemicals out of sight in a shed
or storage container. Finally, store
your hose in a hose pot or on a rack
off the ground to minimize trips and
stumbles.

Home Tip
you don’t know or trust. Never
accept a ride or gifts from a
stranger.
• If you must be home alone, check
in with a parent or neighbor as
soon as possible. Get permission
first to do other things like
playing with friends.
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You won’t save any time drying
clothes by overloading your dryer. A
large load can actually take longer to
dry than two smaller loads because
an overcrowded dryer does not allow
the clothing to tumble properly.
There will also be less efficient air
flow. On the other hand, drying only
one or two items is not efficient
either, as there will not be enough
tumbling action.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Sofa, Loveseat and Chair
Upholstery Cleaning for $160
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Apartment Complex Service
Odor Control
Carpet Protection Application

“A good name is rather to be chosen than great
riches.” – Proverbs 22:1a
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The Jordans
Treating your family like our own since 2001

Win a $10 Cracker Barrel Gift Card
Read this edition of Healthy, Wealthy & Wise to find the answer to the
following trivia question:
July Trivia Winner
Maria G.
What is triexta?
Easley,
S.C.
a. A newly developed carpet fiber
b. The active ingredient in ScotchGard
c. A revolutionary new carpet cleaning method
d. A recently discovered galaxy
Email your answer to cleanforcecompany@gmail.com or call our
office at 864-271-3168. We will draw from the correct answers and
someone will win a $10 Cracker Barrel Gift Card!
Contest Expires 9/30/2016.

INTRODUCING OUR NEW CUSTOMER
REFERRAL REWARD PROGRAM

Refer any new customer to The Clean Force Company and receive a $10 Referral
Reward Certificate. These certificates can be applied towards your next carpet
cleaning or redeemed for cash. There is no limit to the number of referral certificates
you can earn!

